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Abstract 

凶 riouskinds of distributed applications have been devel-

oped by using object:oriented technologies. Object-oriented 
technologies are used to realize the interoperabiliηofthe 
applications. Object-oriented systems are composed ofmul-
tiple objects which cooperate to achieve some objectives by 
passing messages. ln addition to realizing the interoper-

abiliり"it is essential to make the system secure. The secure 

system is required to not only protect objects from illegalか
manipulated but also prevent illegal information fl.ow among 
objects. ln this paper， we discuss role-based access control 
model in the object-oriented systems and how to resolve 

illegal information fl.ow. 

1. Introduction 

By using object-oriented technologies， various kinds of 
object-oriented systems Iike object-orient巴ddatabas巴man-
agement systems [2] and languages like JAVA [9] hav巴been
d巴veloped.Object-oriented systems are composed of mul-
tipl巴objectswhich cooperate to achieve some objectives by 
passing messages. An object is an encapsulation of data and 

methods for manipulating the data. The Common Object 
Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [12J is now get-

ting a standard framework for realizing the interoperability 
among various kinds of distributed applications. In addition 

to r巴alizingthe interoperability， secure system is required to 
not only protect objects from il¥egally manipulated but also 
prevent illegaI information flow [4，6， 13] among objects in 
the system. 

In the basic access control model [10]， an access rule is 
specified in a form (s， 0， t) wh凶 meansthat a subject s 
can manipulate an object 0 in a type t of access. A pair (0， 

t) is an access right granted to s. Only the access request 
which satisfies the access rules specified by the authorizer 

is accepted to be computed. However， the access control 

model implies the con.finement problem [11]， i.e. illegal 
infonnation 

order to make every information flow legal in the system， 

出emandatory access control model [1，4， 13] is proposed. 
The legal information flow is given by c1assifying objects 
and subjects and defining the can-fl.ow relation (4] between 
c1asses of objects and subjects. In出emandatory model， the 
access rules are specifi巴dby the authorizer so出atonly the 
legal information flow occurs. For example， if a subject s 
reads an object 0， information in 0 flows to s. Hence， s can 
read 0 only if a can-fl.ow relation from 0 to s is sp巴cified.In 
the discretionary model [3，5，6]， the access rules are defined 
in a distributed manner while the mandatory access rules are 
specified only by the authorizer in a centralized manner. For 
example， the access rules can be grant巴dto other subjects 
in the relational database Sybase [15]. In the role-based 
model [7， 14， 17]， a role is defined to be a collection of 
access rights， i.e. pairs of acc巴sstypes and objects which 
show a job function in the ente叩rise. 百leaccess rule is 
specified by granting subjects the roles while each su句ect
is grant巴dan access right in the access control model. 

百letraditional models discuss what object can be ma-
nipulat巴dby what subject in what access type. The au-
thors [16，18] n巴wlypropose a purpose-oriented model 
which takes into account a purpose concept why each sub-
ject manipulates objects in the object-based system.百le

purpose is modeled to be a method which invokes another 
method in the object-based system. In the object-based sys・

tem， methods ar巴invokedin a nested manner. It is critical to 
discuss how to specify access rules in the nested invocation 

of methods. One way is that a method OP1 of an object 01 
can invoke a method 0P2 of an object 02 if a subリectwhich 
invokes OPI is granted an access right (02， Op2). Sybase [15] 
adopts the ownership chain mechanism where OPI can in-
voke OP2 if the owner of 02 is the same as 01 even if s is not 
granted an access咋ht(02， Op2). It is not easy， possibly im-
possible to specify access rules for huge number of objects 

and subjects. Another way is that OP1 can invoke OP2 only if 
01 has an access right (02， oPU. We take this approach， i.e. 
object pairwise approach. In addition， we discuss how to in-

corporate the role concepts into the purpose-oriented model 
in an object-oriented system where methods are invoked in 
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the n巴stedmanner. Then， we discuss information ftow to 

occur among the roles through the n巴stedinvocations. 

In section 2， we present the model in出巴 object司 oriented
systems. In section 3， we discuss access rules. In section 4， 
we discuss information ftow. 

2. System Model 

2.1. Object-oriented system 

Object-oriented systems are composed of objects. Ob-
jects are encapsulations of data and methods for manipu-
lating the data. Each obj巴ctis associated with a unique 
identifier in the system. For each object， a set of attributes 
that specify the object structure， a set of values that specify 
the object state， and a set of methods that specify the object 
behavior are defined. An object 0 is defined as follows: 1) 
unique object identifier (OID)， 2) set of attributes (α1， • 
αη)， 3) set of values (V1， ...， Vn) where each Vi is a value 
ofα;， and 4) set of methods (t(， • • .， tn). A class is an ab-
straction mechanism， which defines a set of similar o~リects
sharing the same structure and behavior， which is given a 
set of attributes and methods. Each object in the system is 
an instance of some class [Figure 1]. A method of an ob-
ject is invoked by sending a r巴questmessage to the object. 
On receipt of the message， the object starts to compute the 

method specified by the message. On completion of the 
computation of the method， the object sends the response 
back to the sender object of the message. 

We define reliable objects as follows : 

[Definition] An object 0 is reliable if and only if (ijJ) the 
following conditions are specified : 

1. 0 can be manipulated only through methods supported 
by 0， and 

2. nom巴thodsmalfunction.ロ

We assume that every object is reliable in the system. 

A class can be defined as a specialization of one or 

more classes. Inheritance provides me~ns for building new 
classes from the existing classes. A class c defined as a spe-
cialization of a class c' is called a subclass of c' and inherits 
attributes and methods from c'. In turn， c is referred to as 

a supperclass of c'. An is-a relation is defined betwe巴na
pair of superclass and subclass. A subclass may override the 
definition of attributes and methods from the supperclass. In 

Figure 2， classes Clock and Alarm are superclasses of a class 
AlarmClock. AlarmClock inherits attributes time and setA-
larm from Clock and Alarm， respectively. AlarmClock also 

inherits methods show from Clock and the other methods set 
and ring from Alarm. 

In the object-oriented system， a su島jectshows a user or 
an application program. A subject is an active巴ntityin 
the system， which can issue access request to objects.百le
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Figure 1. System model. 
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subject manipulates objects by invoking their methods. On 
the oth巴rhand， an object is a passive entity. An object 

activates a method only if the method is invoked on receipt 
of the message. The method invoked may invoke further 
methods of other objects. Thus， the invocation is nested. 

2.2. Roles 

Each subject plays some role in an organization， Iike a 

designer and c1erk. A role represents a job function that de-
scribes the authority and responsibility in the organization. 
In the role-based model [7， 14， 17]， a role is modeled in a 
set of access rights. An access right means an approval of 
a particular mode of access， i.e. methods to an object in白e
system. That is， a role means what method can be performed 
on which object. 

[Definition] A role T is a collection of access rights {(o， 

op)} c 0 x M where 0 and M show sets of 0同ectsand 
methods in the system， respectively.ロ

Let R be a set of川町 inthe syslem. A pair (0， op) of an 
object 0 and a method op of 0 is a access right. In the role-
bas巴dmodel， a subリecls is granted roles while s is granted 
access rights in the access control model. Here a subject s 
is 児島町edto as bound with the role T. Here， s is referred 
to as belong to T. This means that s can perform a method 
叩 onan object 0 if (0，叩 )ε T.For example， a role chザ is
{ (book， read)， (book， enter) } and clerk is {(book， read) } in 
Figure 3. A person A who works as a chief in the company 
is granted the role chief in the organization. A clerk B is 
granted a role clerk. Thus， it is easy to grant access rights 
to persons. 

Figure 3. Roles. 

Some roles are hierarchically structured to show struc-
tural authorizations in the system. A ro¥e hierarchy repre・
sents organization's logical authority and responsibility. If 
a role T i inc1udes all of access rights of another role T j， T i 

is higher than Tj (Tj当 Ti). さis住ansitive.In Figure 3， 

clerk さchiefsince chief takes a higher position than clerk. 
Figure 4 shows an example of the role-hierarchy. Here， spe-
cialistとdoctor，doctorとconsultant，and doctorとmtem.

collsultant and intem are not related on -<. 
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Figure 4. Role hierarchy and inclusion rela-
tion. 

3. Access Control 

In a role-based model， each subject s can manipulate an 
object 0 by a method op of 0 only if s is granted a role 
inc1uding an access right (0，叩).The 0対ectactivates the 
method on receipt of the request message. If a subject s 
would Iike to exercis巴 theauthority of a role T which s 
belongs to， the subject s establishes sessions to the rol巴T.

[Access condition] A subj巴cts can manipulate an object 0 

by invoking a method op of 0 if 

1. the owner of 0 assigns an access right op to a role T， 

2. s belongs to a role T， and 

3. s is establishing a session to T.ロ
For example， in Figure 5， a subj巴cts can perform write on 
an obj巴ct0 while a session between s and a role chief is 
established. Even if s belongs to both roles chiefand clerk， 
s cannot perform write on the object 0 if a session between 

s and chief is not established.百leauthority of a role T can 
be exercised only while a subject s establishes a session to 
T. 

Figure 5. Role-based access. 

The purpose-orient巴dmodel [16，18] newly introduces a 

purpose concept to the access control model. A pぽ pose
shows why each subject s manipulates an 0同ect0 by invok-
ing a method op of o. In the object-based system， methods 
are invoked in the nested manner. Suppose that a subject s 
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invokes a method OP1 of an object 0， and then OP1 invokes a 

method OP2 of an object D2・ Inthe purpose-oriented model， 

th巴purposeis modeled to be the method op， invoking 0P2 of 
D2 while the access control model specifies whether or not 
01 can manipulate D2 by Op2. For example， let us consid巴r
a person 5 withdraws money from a bank. In the access 
control model， 5 can withdraw money from bank if an ac-
C巴ssrule (5， bank， withdraw) is authorized independently 

of for what 5 spends the money. On the other hand， 5 can 
get money from bank for purpose of house-keeping but not 
for drinking. An access rule (5 : house-keeping， bank: 
wifhdraw) is specified where a method house-keepi昭 of5 

shows the purpose. 

A role is .sp田 ifiedin a collection of access rights in 
the role-based model [7，14，17). We would like to extend 
出epurpose-oriented access control model to the role-based 
model. In the object-based system， methods are invoked in 
a nest巴dmanner. Here， suppose that a subject 5 invokes a 
method OP1 on an object 01 and th巴nOP1 invokes another 
method OP2 on an object D2・ Here，suppose 5 is granted an 
access right (01， Op1). In one way， only if 5 is granted an 
access right (D2，0P2)，叩1can invoke 0P2. However， it is 
cumbersome for each object Oi to specify which subject can 
manipulate oi・Inthe relational database management sys-
tem Sybase (15)， the ownership chain method is adopted. 
Here， if 02 has the same owner as 01 and 5 is granted an 
access right (01， OP1)， OP1 can invoke 0P2 even if 5 is not 
granted an access right (句，叩2)'Otherwise，叩， is a110wed 
to invoke叩 2only if 5 is granted an aωss均ht(九OPU.
Suppose the response of 0P2 carries some data stored in the 

01>リ巴ctD2・ On receipt of the response， the object D2 may 
store the data carried by the response in the storage while 

02 continues to compute OP1 by using the response. This 
means， information in 02 ftows to 01 through出einvoca-
tion. The data may be brought to other objects by further 
invocation. By using the ownership chain method， illegal 
information ftow may occur. In this paper， we assume出at
the system is composed of multiple autonomous objects， 

that is， objects have different owners. Furthermore， it is 
difficu1t， maybe impossible for each autonomous object to 
grant access rights to other objects. In出ispaper， we take 
an object pairwise approach where access rules are specified 

for a pair of autonomous objects Oi and Oj・

Each method OPi of an 0句ectOi is granted a role ri = 

{(Oi1， OPi1)，...， (0仇 υOPiI'i) }. This means， OPi can invoke 
a me 

role ri・

[Purpose-oriented role-based acc回 s(POR) rule] (r : Oi : 

OPi， ri) means that a method OPi of an object Oi is invoked 

in a role r and OPi can invok巴methodsspecified in a role r i. 
The object-oriented system is composed of classes and 

objects， i.e. instances of the c¥asses. There are two kinds of 
roles， i.e. c¥ass roles and instance roles. A c¥ass rol巴ris 
defined in terms of m巴thodsand c¥asses， i.e. r = {(c， op) 
where c is a c¥ass and叩 isa method of c}. On the other 
hand， an instance role r' is defin巴dint巴rmsof methods and 
obje凶， i.e.r' = {(o，叩)where c is an 0切ectand叩 isa 
method of o}. r' is instantiated from the c¥ass role T. 

class C 

nω ，，-of 1 

object 0 

εop>) 

(<o，op>) 
instance role r' 

Figure 6. class role and instance role. 

4. Information Flow Control 

In the role-bas巴daccess control model presented in the 
previous section， it is assured that subjects manipulate ob-
jects based on roles to which the subj巴ctsbelong. However， 
illegal information ftow among 0剛氏tsmay occur. Be氾ause
legal and illegal information ftow among the objects are not 
discussed. For example， in Figure 7， suppose that a subject 
5i invokes write on an object Oj after invoking read on Oi 
by the authority of a role ri. This means that Si may write 
data obtained from Oi to 0;. S; can read data in Oi even if 3・ 1

read access right is not authorize to a role r j・Thisis出e
confinement problem pointed out in the basic access control 
model. In addition， a subject can have multiple roles in the 
role-based model even if they can play only one role at the 

same time. In Figure 3， suppose that a person A belongs to 
two roles chief and cLerk. A person A obtains some infor-

mation from book as a cLerk and then stores the data deriv巴d
from the information into book as a chief 

We c¥assify methods of objects wi出 respectto the fol-
lowing points: 

1. whether or not a va1ue Vi of attribute向 froman object 

Oi IS output. 

2. whether or not a value of ai in Oi with input parameter 

is changed. 

百lemethods are c¥assified into four types in 1) mR， 2) mw， 

3) mRW， and4) mN・mRmeans that the method outputs a 
value but does not change Oi. mw  means that the method 

do巴snot output but changes Oi. Th巴 methodmRW outputs 
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5. Concluding Remarks 

This paper has presented an access control model for dis-
tributed object-oriented systems with role concepts. Roles 

are higher level representation of access control mod巴Is.We 
have defin巴da role to mean what method can be perform巴d
on which object. Furthermore， we have discussed how to 

contro1 information flow to occur through ro1es. 
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